Abstract-A half-duplex constrained non-orthogonal cooperative multiple access (NCMA) protocol suitable for transmission of information from N users to a single destination in a wireless fading channel is proposed. Transmission in this protocol comprises of a broadcast phase and a cooperation phase. In the broadcast phase, each user takes turn broadcasting its data to all other users and the destination in an orthogonal fashion in time. In the cooperation phase, each user transmits a linear function of what it received from all other users as well as its own data. In contrast to the orthogonal extension of cooperative relay protocols to the cooperative multiple access channels wherein at any point of time, only one user is considered as a source and all the other users behave as relays and do not transmit their own data, the NCMA protocol relaxes the orthogonality built into the protocols and hence allows for a more spectrally efficient usage of resources. Code design criteria for achieving full diversity of N in the NCMA protocol is derived using pair wise error probability (PEP) analysis and it is shown that this can be achieved with a minimum total time duration of 2N − 1 channel uses. Explicit construction of full diversity codes is then provided for arbitrary number of users. Since the Maximum Likelihood decoding complexity grows exponentially with the number of users, the notion of g-group decodable codes is introduced for our setup and a set of necesary and sufficient conditions is also obtained.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, there has been a surge of research activity in the area of cooperative communications wherein multiple terminals cooperate to form a virtual antenna array to exploit spatial diversity gains. Several strategies and protocols for cooperation have been proposed in the literature [1] - [9] . In this paper we focus on the class of amplify and forward protocols since the operations at the terminals are considerably simplified and also we can avoid imposing bottlenecks on the rate by not requiring the terminals to decode. In [2] , a novel protocol named 'Cooperative Multiple Access-Non Orthogonal Amplify and Forward' (CMA-NAF) was proposed and later in [7] , a lattice coding framework was proposed for these protocols. However though the lattice coding framework is quite general in nature, the problem of explicitly constructing fully diverse codes for the CMA-NAF protocol has not yet been addressed. Moreover, a code design criteria for achieving full diversity in the CMA-NAF protocol is also not yet known. The cooperative multiple access protocols in [1] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [8] rely upon orthogonal extensions of cooperative relay protocols. We refer to these protocols as 'Orthogonal Cooperative Multiple Access (OCMA)' protocols. Design of protocols and coding for the cooperative multiple access channel is inherently different from the relay channel primarily because in this scenario all users have independent information to be communicated to the destination and it is important to consider this aspect also while designing protocols and codes.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:
• A novel half duplex constrained protocol called NCMA which allows the transmission of more symbols per channel use compared to the OCMA protocols is proposed.
• Code design criteria for achieving full diversity (N ) in the NCMA protocol is derived using Pairwise Error Probability (PEP) analysis and it is shown that full diversity requires only a minimum total time duration of 2N − 1 channel uses.
• The encoding complexity for the NCMA protocol at any user terminal is independent of the signal sets chosen by the other N −1 users. Further, the knowledge of inter-user channel fade gains is not required at the user terminals.
• Two constructions of fully diverse codes for the NCMA protocol are provided using existing distributed space time codes for the GNAF (Generalized Non Orthogonal amplify and forward) protocol in [8] , [9] .
• The sphere decoder [13] or the recently proposed MMSE-DFE Fano decoder [10] can be utilized to decode the proposed codes. The implementation complexity of the linear filter used to whiten the noise components seen by the destination is shown to be lesser compared to known protocols [2] , [6] , [7] .
• The notion of g-group decodable codes is introduced for our setup and a set of necesary and sufficient conditions is also obtained.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the NCMA protocol is described and compared with the OCMA protocols obtained from the GNAF protocol. Also, the signal model for the NCMA protocol and code design criteria for achieving full diversity is derived. Section III is dedicated to code constructions for the NCMA protocol. In Section IV, the notion of g-group decodability is introduced. Discussions
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on future work comprise Section V.
II. NCMA PROTOCOL DESCRIPTION AND SIGNAL MODEL
We consider a scenario where there are N users {U 1 , U 2 , . . . , U N } wanting to communicate to a single destination D. We assume symbol synchronization at all the terminals. Let g i , i = 1, . . . , N be the channel fade coefficients from the users to the destination. Let f i,j , i,j = 1, . . . , N denote the channel fade coefficients from user i to user j. Let
Firstly, note that by splitting a given bandwidth/time duration into N sub-bands/time frames and considering one of the N users as a source and the remaining N − 1 users as relays in every sub-band/time frame, any cooperative diversity protocol for the relay channel can be naturally extended for a cooperative multiple access channel. This is illustrated in Fig.1 for the GNAF protocol of [8] which generalizes several well known protocols for relay channels. Observe that in any sub-band/time frame, information of only one user flows in the network. We refer to these class of cooperative multiple access protocols as OCMA protocols. The NCMA protocol essentially relaxes the orthogonality built into OCMA protocols to get better spectral efficiency. 00 00 00 11 11 Transmission in the NCMA protocol is in two phases: the broadcast phase and the cooperation phase. In the broadcast phase, each user broadcasts its data in an orthogonal fashion in time using some pre-determined order. Without loss of generality let user 1 transmit first followed by user 2 and so on until the final transmission is made by user N . Let user i transmit a vector √ π 1 P s i using T 1 channel uses during its allotted transmission time. The vector s i is taken from a code book C i and satisfies E s 
where, 
(2) where, w 2 is the additive noise vector at the destination during the co-operation phase. The quantities π 1 and π 2 are power allocation factors chosen such that P represents the total average power spent by all the users.
The frame structure for the NCMA protocol is shown in Fig.2 . Observe that in the cooperation phase, the information of several users flows in the network simultaneously. From observation of Fig.1 and Fig.2 it is clear that the NCMA protocol allows the transmission of more symbols within a given total number of channel uses. 
The equivalent noise vector seen at the destination is given as
follows.
Then the received vector at the destination can be expressed as
where (5) at the top of the next page. The set of all possible codewords of the form S will be called as the 'NCMA-code'. The structure of S in the above equations suggests that it is as if each user employed a Distributed Space-Time Code (DSTC) [3] for its own data and all of them were used simultaneously. 
H D −1 (∆S) and let q denote the minimum possible value of rank(M ) over all pairs of distinct codewords. For large P and large N , assuming a ML decoder, the PEP for that pair of codewords for which rank(M ) is minimum can be upper bounded as
. . , N are diagonal matrices, the entries of the noise vector W at the destination are uncorrelated. Let Ω = E W W H denote the covariance matrix of W . Let ∆S = S i − S j where S i and S j are two different codewords. For large P , the PEP that a ML decoder wrongly decodes to codeword S j given that codeword S i was transmitted can be upper bounded as
For large N , we shall assume that N i=1 |g i | 2 ≈ N (this approximation was also used in [3] to obtain an approximate derivation). Then the PEP can be further upper bounded by replacing Ω in the PEP expression by D (this will correspond to assuming more noise variance at the destination). Then we have,
It is easy to see that if M = (∆S) H D −1 (∆S) drops rank, the upper bound in (7) increases. Therefore, the Chernoff bound is minimized when M is full-rank. For large P , the average probability of error is dominated by the PEP for that pair of distinct codewords for which the rank of M is least. So henceforth we analyze the PEP for that case alone, since we are interested only in an upper bound. Let q denote the minimum possible value of rank(M ) over all pairs of distinct codewords. The claim is that q ≤ N for any NCMA-code S. This is because the vectors s i , i = 1, . . . N are chosen independently by each user and hence we can assume that ∆s i = 0 for all values of i except for one. This will force DST i to be all zero matrices for all i except for one. This in turn will result in q ≤ N . Let σ 2 min be the minimum non-zero eigen value of M . Then we have,
For log P >> 1 it can be shown that
Thus the design criteria is to maximize the rank of ∆S which happens to be the same as the design criteria for the co-located MIMO channel also. Hence if ∆S has rank N for all pairs of distinct codewords then every user will obtain a diversity of order N . Observe an interesting fact that if DST 1 , DST 2 , . . . , DST N are individually satisfying the full rank property, i.e, difference matrix is full rank, then the NCMA-code S also satisfies the full rank property. This property gives an explicit strong connection between design of NCMA-codes and design of DSTCs for the GNAF protocol. We will exploit this property in the next section to design full diversity codes for the NCMA protocol.
Note that in the i-th DSTC namely DST i , the i th column is linearly independent of all the other columns in DST i . Hence even if C i,i are zero matrices for all i, the diversity obtained will not be affected. Thus it is sufficient for the submatrix obtained after removing the i th column in DST i to satisfy the full rank criterion. Thus T 2 ≥ N − 1 is necessary for getting diversity order N . Also the minimum duration of T 1 can only be 1. Therefore utilizing a total duration of NT 1 + T 2 = 2N − 1 channel uses the NCMA protocol can provide full diversity of N . In contrast, the OCMA protocol derived from GNAF protocol demands a minimum total time duration of N (T 1 +T 2 ) = N 2 to provide full diversity. Thus the NCMA protocol is delay efficient.
A. ML decoding ML decoding for the NCMA protocol can be done using the generalized sphere decoder algorithm [13] or the recently proposed MMSE-DFE Fano decoder [10] algortihm. It is easy to observe that since the destination terminal receives signals during both the phases, the corresponding equivalent channel is never under-determined. This results in a non-exponential average sphere decoder complexity for any NCMA-code. Further note that the covariance matrix Ω of the noise vector W will in general be a diagonal matrix and not a scaled identity matrix. Thus the ML decoder minimizes the metric Ω needs to be computed. This computation is made easier for the NCMA protocol since Ω is a diagonal matrix. However this is not the case with the protocols of [2] , [6] , [7] .
III. CODE CONSTRUCTIONS FOR THE NCMA PROTOCOL
In this section, a method to construct NCMA-codes from DSTCs for the GNAF protocol are provided. Then we discuss applications of a certain class of DSTCs called 'Precoded Co-ordinate Interleaved Orthogonal Designs' (PCIOD) for the NCMA protocol and highlight some of its salient features.
In the previous section, we saw that by designing DSTCs for the individual users, we can construct NCMA-codes. A simple method that will ensure symmetry and fairness among the users is to choose the same DSTC for all users. We now provide few examples of NCMA-code constructions. To facilitate easier explanation, we will neglect the scale factors which include terms like π 1 , π 2 , P , etc in all the examples in this paper. 
Just by observing the structure of S, it is easy to see that S satisfies the rank criterion and thus all three users would achieve a diversity order of three. The total number of channel uses spent is T = 3 + 2 = 5. This repetition coding technique can be easily extended to an arbitrary number N of users for which
which is the least possible duration in order ot achieve full diversity.
Example 2: This example shows an application of a high rate code, i.e., the Golden code [12] which is a code obtained from cyclic division algebra [11] . Let N = 3, T 1 = 4, T 2 = 2,
T . According to the construction, the user matrices are given by: where, (8) at the top of the next page. This example can be genralized for arbitrary number of users N using codes from cyclic division algebra [11] for which T 1 = (N − 1) 
A. Asymmetric rate codes
Now supposing each user wants to transmit at a different rate (symbols per channel use) then we can use different DSTCs for each user instead of using the same DSTC for all users. This is illustrated in the following example.
Example 3: Take N = 3. Let user 1 employ the Golden code [12] , user 2 employ a DSTC from field extensions [11] and user 3 employ a Co-ordinate Interleaved Orthogonal Design [15] . Due to lack of space we have not displayed the code. Thus user 1 transmits at 1 2 symbols per channel use whereas user 2 and user 3 transmit at 
IV. LOW ML DECODING COMPLEXITY NCMA-CODES
In general, ML decoding of NCMA-codes requires joint decoding of all the symbols of all the users. Hence the ML decoding complexity becomes computationally prohibitive for large number of users. Towards finding a solution to this problem, we introduce the notion of g-group decodable codes [9] , [14] for the setup of NCMA protocol.
First of all we note that the NCMA code S has the form of a linear design or linear STBC which is jointly manufactured by all the N users. For simplicity, throughout this section we assume that the submatrix Motivated by the notion of g-group decodable space-time blocks codes in colocated MIMO channels [14] , we extend the idea to our setup in an attempt to reduce the computational complexity of the ML decoder. Let us partition the set of real variables and their corresponding weight matrices into g-groups L k , k = 1, . . . , g. Then S can be written as
where,
and p
are the real variables of S belonging to the kth partition and Q k j are their corresponding weight matrices of the design S. Since there is a one to one correspondence between the weight matrices of DST i , i = 1, . . . , N and the weight matrices of S, let P k j denote the weight matrix of DST i (for some i) corresponding to the weight matrix Q k j of S. Then minimizing the ML metric in (9) is equivalent to minimizing the metric
This full text paper was peer reviewed at the direction of IEEE Communications Society subject matter experts for publication in the WCNC 2007 proceedings. We would like to point out that condition 2) is a much stronger condition than the conditions for g-group decodable space-time block codes in colocated MIMO channels [14] thus making coding for cooperative multiple access channels much more challenging. Note that the computational complexity of the decoder in (12) is in general much smaller than that of the decoder in (9) . Furthermore, the MMSE-DFE Fano decoder [10] can be employed to compute even the metric in (12) thus further reducing complexity.
V. DISCUSSION
A new half duplex constrained cooperative multiple access protocol called NCMA was introduced and a code design criteria for full diversity was proposed based on PEP analysis. Explicit construction of full diversity codes satisfying the proposed design criteria was also provided for arbitrary number of users. To reduce the ML decoding complexity, the notion of ggroup decodable codes was introduced and a set of necessary and sufficient conditions was provided for it. These conditions are more stringent than the conditions for g-group decodability in colocated MIMO channels [14] . Explicit construction of full diversity NCMA codes satisfying these new requirements would be an interesting problem for further research.
